Friday 6th October 2017 will be our first Spots & Stripes Day

Why not join in and help us by taking part.

How ewe can help

Wear something spotty or stripy to represent your dedication to supporting rare and endangered species whilst raising money.

Read on for some fun fund raising ideas.
**Businesses**
Wear something spotty or stripy to work. You could host a stripy or spotty cake sale or hold a competition for the best spotty or stripy scarf, tie or socks.

**Schools**
Primary Schools could have a spots and stripes non-uniform (mufty) day with the pupils donating £1. Teachers can get involved too!

**Secondary School**
Students could hold a cake sale, selfie competitions or dress up, picking their favourite endangered species.

**Colleges**
Students could work with freshers or rag societies to raise funds, showing their passion for helping endangered species. Don't be sheepish - go for it!

**Community Groups**
At your meeting closest to, or on October 6th, why not dress up and join in with your members and donate a few pounds to help save animals.

**Individuals**
You toucan make a difference. Perhaps you could organise a dinner party at home and encourage your guests to donate to our cause. You could all wear something spotty or stripy or create a dish incorporating spots or make a stripy dessert.

**Churches**
On Sunday 8th October why not celebrate “All Creatures Great and Small” and ask your congregation to dress up – wear spots or stripes, hats or scarfs. All donations that day could come to Paignton Zoo to help our conservation in the UK and abroad. You could encourage the children in the Sunday school group to colour in our colouring sheet.

**WI Groups**
Why not have a collection at the meeting closest to October 6th, to help raise funds for our vital conservation work. Why not have a competition for the best dressed member wearing spots and stripes.

**Sports Clubs**
Each team could pick a match near the date and do a bucket collection – wear stripy football socks but be sure to play fair and don’t be a cheetah or make a fowl.
Residential Homes
You could **panda** to your residents and have an afternoon of spots or stripes – go to our web-page and print off the ‘Fun Animal Quiz’ and ask your residents to take part. Sing some animal related songs – discuss childhood memories of animals or a visit to the zoo.

Councils
Why not encourage the team to take part by dressing up – selling cakes, raising awareness and having a bit of Friday fun!

Hospitals
Doctors, nurses and support workers could wear something spotty or stripy to work to show their support for the animal conservation work we do in the UK and around the world.

Armed Forces
Be sure to get the whole team to wear their MTP as it is a mix of spots and help raise funds for animals.

Emergency Services
Perhaps firemen, policemen or ambulance services could wear something spotty or stripy.

Pubs, Hotels and Restaurants
Raise funds through dressing up. Sell a guest beer to raise funds and for all those **night owls** hold a quiz night with an animal theme.

Language Schools
Ask your students to wear spots or stripes and discuss our great English tradition of giving.

Leisure Centres
Hold sporting competitions, dress up and hold cake sales. Why not compare running speeds with animals or swimming speeds with fish and marine mammals.

So get busy like a **bee**, and go the whole **hog** to help us raise vital funds. Any ideas you have are guaranteed to get our **seal** of approval.